
USER GUIDE MILITARE CHRONO



MILITARE CHRONO
REF. AM1120

Water-resistant crown with locking protective lever
Water-resistant start/stop button
Water-resistant reset push button
Continuous second hand treated with luminous coating
30 minutes chronograph counter hand treated with luminous coating
Hour hand treated with luminous coating
Minute hand treated with luminous coating
Second chrono

Position 0: The watch is working and water 
resistance is guaranteed. The crown is locked 
thanks to the patented protective lever.

Position 1: Set the date

SETTING THE TIME

1. Unlock the protective lever: rotate the protective lever up, and then lower the vanishing 
crown device. Get over the resistance of the click due to the lock catch.

WARNING: In this position water resistance is not guaranteed and the crown is not pro-
tected. It is still possible to set the time, date and wind the movement.
Repeatedly opening and closing the lever can affect the mechanism, do so only when 
necessary to set the time

2. Setting the time: once the lever is unlocked, pull out the crown completely to the 
second click. Rotate the crown clockwise to set the time. In this position water resistance 
is not guaranteed. After setting the time, return the crown firmly to its initial position and 
lock the protective lever. To fully lock, the protective lever must be placed in the low posi-
tion (Pos.1).
In this position the watch is water-resistant to its rated depth.

Patented Crown Vanishing Locking Device

WARNING: The lever is designed to block the crown when the watch is worn.
If the strap is not fastened around the wrist, security of the crown is not ensured.
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WINDING THE WATCH

Unlock the protective lever as explained in the «setting the time» section.

Pull the crown to the first click and turn crown clockwise 15-20 rotations to fully wind the 
movement.

When the watch has been rewound, the power reserve indicator hand will raise and reach 
the non-red area.

Note: When the watch has not been worn or wounded for more than 35 hours, it is 
recommended that it should be rewound with a few clockwise turns on the crown, to 
ensure sufficient power reserve and accurate operation. In this position water resistance 
is not guaranteed.

OPERATING CHRONOGRAPH

Starting and stopping the chronograph:
Push on button B to start the chronograph. Once started, the chronograph will track 
elapsed seconds (D)
and minutes (E). Pressing the push button B a second time will stop the chronograph. 
Pressint it again will restart the chronograph from the intermediate stop.

Resetting the chronograph:
To reset the chronograph, it must first be stopped, using push button B.
Once stopped, pressing the second push button C will reset the chronograph 
mechanism to zero.

IMPORTANT: You should always press the push buttons following the below sequence, 
otherwise you may damage your watch’s movement.
B: Start / B: Stop / C: Reset

SPECIFICATIONS

Movement:
Anonimo CAL. 110013, Automatic Sellita caliber SW300-1 11 1/2, 47 jewels, 28’800 
A/h, stop-seconds, power reserve 42 hours.

Dubois-Dépraz 2035M chronograph module modified upon specifications of Anonimo.

Water Resistance:
12 ATM
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